In stepped wedge cluster randomised trials (SWTs) the intervention is rolled out to clusters in a random order. Measurements are collected from different individuals during each step (the time between clusters switching to intervention). It remains unclear how to optimise power in SWTs and the circumstances in which SWTs requires fewer clusters to achieve the same power as parallel cluster randomised trials (CRTs) or CRTs with half of all measurements at baseline (CRT-Bs).
In stepped wedge cluster randomised trials (SWTs) the intervention is rolled out to clusters in a random order. Measurements are collected from different individuals during each step (the time between clusters switching to intervention). It remains unclear how to optimise power in SWTs and the circumstances in which SWTs requires fewer clusters to achieve the same power as parallel cluster randomised trials (CRTs) or CRTs with half of all measurements at baseline (CRT-Bs).
We consider the design effect for SWTs in terms of the number of measurements per cluster N to investigate how inclusion of baseline measurements in N, and number of steps influence the number of clusters required for a given power. We compared the design effects for SWTs, CRTs and CRT-Bs holding N constant.
For SWTs, the number of clusters required is increased by including baseline measurements. Increasing the number of steps reduces the number of clusters, with less marginal effect as the number of steps increases. SWTs with no baseline measurements and many steps require fewer clusters than CRTs when the intracluster correlation ICC> 1/(N+1). CRT-Bs always require more clusters than SWTs with no baseline measurements and more than two steps. A CRT-B and two-step SWT are equivalent designs.
To minimise number of clusters, SWTs should exclude baseline measurements. The reduction in number of clusters for SWTs compared to CRTs is greatest when N is large (e.g. N=100) and ICC is high (e.g. ICC=0.2). SWTs however require a more careful analysis to remove confounding by secular trends.
